Heidelberg-based Getsafe is among Germany’s fastest growing and most innovative InsurTech startups. We are developing the first digital insurance that is fair by design and transfer the concept of multi-line insurers like Axa or Allianz into the digital age. Our strong growth is supported by Munich Re, one of the largest re-insurers of the world, as well as by strong and leading VC investors, including Rocket Internet, CommerzVentures and Partech. We are looking to further expand our team - Join the revolution!

Join us as:

**Product Owner (m/f)**

**YOUR TASKS**

- Set ambitious and clear product vision and communicate ‘the story’ effectively to key stakeholders and the rest of the team
- Drive an Agile development methodology—implementing product development processes that work, based on real world experience
- Act as Product Owner for GetSafe’s insurance products and as a mentor for less experienced POs
- Own the end-to-end product strategy from inception & roadmap to operations, and determine business value once the solution enters production
- Build backlog of product features, i.e. write user stories and acceptance criteria together with a cross-functional team

**YOUR PROFILE**

- You are a fast thinker. You can iterate quickly and can make ideas reality in record times
- You are great in transforming customer needs into business opportunities and vice versa. You’re not just building features because you like them, but because you know they will make an impact
- Ruthless prioritization is one of your best skills. You know how to make sense of the continuous flow of ideas and requests for product changes
- You are fluent in German and English
- As we re-think insurance strictly from a customer perspective, no deep insurance industry knowhow required

**Your Benefits**

- Opportunity to take responsibility from day 1
- Amazing startup experience
- Challenging responsibilities in an industry-disrupting InsurTech startup
- Regular team lunches, fresh snacks & drinks
- A highly motivated and energetic team

If you want to join our team, please submit your documents via jobs@getsafe.de. Your contact at Getsafe is Catherine Schabert (c.schabert@getsafe.de)